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 Sheep & Goats Together: Interracial
 Relationships from Black Men's Perspectives

 Rosamond S. King

 This essay explores the tinderbox that is sexual relationships between black men
 and white women in North America through black men's literary depictions of
 these relationships. It elucidates how black men's perspectives on interracial rela-
 tionships are portrayed and considers the implications of these stories.

 When the Son of man comes... Before him will be gathered all the nations, and he
 will separate them one from another as a shepherd separates the sheep from the
 goats , and he will place the sheep at his right hand, but the goats at the left.

 Matthew 25: 31-33

 Jungle fever. Once you go black , yqu never go back. Negrophiles. Ebony and
 ivory.
 Emmet Till. The Scottsboro Boys. Yusef Hawkins.

 Few would argue with W.E.B. Du Bois' assertion that the problem of the
 twentieth century was the color line. But the image this "line" most immedi-
 ately calls to mind is that of racial segregation in places of work and entertain-
 ment. Of course, the laws and social norms governing that line also extended
 to romantic and sexual relationships, prohibiting interracial consorting. While
 "Jim Crow" laws have long been eliminated, as this essay details, the line
 proscribing interracial relationships continues to persist and remains palpably
 with us in the twenty-first century.

 The biblical quotation and aphorisms above represent some of the language
 and images through which American culture has signaled its infatuation with
 the particular intersections of race and sex that are black man-white woman
 relationships. Many readers will recognize my title and first epigraph as refer-
 ences to a Bible verse often used - even today - to justify segregation, and
 especially prohibitions of interracial relationships.1 The typical interpretation

 Rosamond S. King is an assistant professor in the Department of English at Long Island University-
 Brooklyn. Her essay is adapted from Island Bodies : Caribbean Literary Sexualities, a work-in-
 progress.

 Journal of African American Studies , Summer-Fall 2004, Vol. 8, No. 1 & 2, pp. 108-125.
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 is that black and white people (and Asians and Latinos and other groups) are
 actually separate species or distant tribes, and that these groups were meant to
 live separately, thus preserving the integrity or "purity" of each group.
 The names below the quotations are those of real black men and boys whose
 lives - and in some cases whose deaths - represent the possible consequences
 for black men implicated in sexual relationships with white women. As is
 evident in all of the epigraphs, references to interracial sex are common in
 North American popular culture - although humanities scholarship spends
 rather less time on these issues and "scant attention if any is paid to the
 interarticulation between racial and sexual ideology" (Saint- Aubin, 1994, p.
 1056). 2 The number of black- white marriages has more than doubled in the
 last 40 years, an increase popularly understood as generally deriving from
 black men's increased access to white women and black women's resorting to
 white men because black men are either unavailable, undesirable, or do not
 want them (Lind, 2003). Complaints about the perceived scarcity of hetero-
 sexual black men due to their involvement with the corrections system, white
 women, or homosexuality continue in this 21st century but peaked in the
 1980s. Certainly the increase in white-black marriages is significant; by the
 end of the 20th century such relationships were far less likely to result in
 social ostracization or death threats, demonstrating that our society as a whole
 is a bit more tolerant.

 Yet the number of black marriages that involve a white partner in the United
 States is still less than five percent (Lind, 2003). In light of these numbers, the
 relative social progress seems less impressive and our persistent preoccupa-
 tion with interracial relationships seems closer to the hysteria such liaisons
 inspired two centuries ago in the 1800s. Clearly, both taboos against interra-
 cial relationships and the flouting of those traditions will continue during the
 21st century.

 During slavery, the image of the lascivious, threatening black "buck" schem-
 ing to rape the delicate white woman helped sustain oppressive legal, social,
 and economic systems meant to keep political as well as physical threats at
 bay (Alexander, 1994, p. 12). Today, these images of sexually "unrestrained"
 black men and ultra-desirable white women persist. The history of interracial
 relationships in North America, especially those between black men and white
 women, is both deeply interesting and incredibly disturbing. I am specifically
 referring to the systematic violence and hysteria directed at black men be-
 cause of real, or more often fabricated or perceived, lust for white women.3
 Such physical and epistemic violence is represented in the nonexceptional
 cases of the murder of Emmet Till, the trial and imprisonment of the "Scottsboro
 Boys," and the spectacle made of Willie Horton during the 1988 U.S. presi-
 dential election. This violence stems from an historically constructed fear
 "within white supremacist, patriarchal culture [that] is first and foremost about
 sexuality - about heterosexuality, about interracial sex," which results in the
 eroticization as well as the criminalization of black men (Saint-Aubin, 1994,
 p. 1058). As Mike Phillips (1992) writes, "The prohibitions [against interra-
 cial relationships] may intimidate most people, but they also hint at a pleasure
 so delicious, so all-consuming, that it can overwhelm you.... But these images
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 also exist in the real world, and in the real world they fuel fantasies which can
 kill" (p. 933).

 It has been observed that "the voices of black men are marginalized or
 silenced" in discussions about black men (Belton, 1995, p. 2). I want to re-
 dress this silencing by examining literature written from black men's points of
 view. The fictions addressed here - The Meeting Point by Austin Clarke, How
 to Make Love to a Negro by Danny Laferrière, and "How to date a blackgirl,
 browngirl, whitegirl, or halfie" by Junot Diaz - are all set in North America,
 have interracial relationships as a major theme, and describe these relation-
 ships from the perspectives of black men.

 The Meeting Point, Book One of Clarke's Toronto Trilogy, follows the lives
 of several black Barbadian friends, including close friends Henry and Boysie
 who have a predilection for white women. Laferrière's How to Make Love
 focuses almost exclusively on the narrator (an immigrant who is never given
 a name) and his black Canadian roommate Bouba's sexual escapades with
 white women in Montreal. Finally, Diaz's short story "How to date" is a brief
 manual narrated by a young black man in New Jersey whose family is from
 the Dominican Republic.

 In addition to exploring the issue of interracial sex, these texts also implic-
 itly trouble the traditional native-born notion of "African Americans" because
 the protagonists are black immigrants. Immigration causes the individual not
 only to discover a "new" world, but also typically causes African-descended
 immigrants to see themselves differently. Stuart Hall (1996) writes that after
 immigrating to England from Jamaica he "went through the long, important,
 political education of discovering" that he is "black" (p. 116). For Caribbean
 immigrants, the revelation of blackness (as opposed to one's nationality or
 skin color) as a primary identity is often accompanied by a recognition of the
 self as exotic in others' eyes.4 But whether they are recent immigrants, the
 children of immigrants, or the descendants of those who were forcibly brought
 here, black men in North America are implicated in and affected by the racial
 obsessions of the United States and Canada.

 This essay explores the tinderbox that is sexual relationships between black
 men and white women in North America through literary depictions of these
 relationships written by black men. By examining the use of sex with white women
 as symbolic revenge, the connection between love and sex in these relationships,
 and the portrayals of white women in the texts, I hope to elucidate how black
 men's perspectives on these relationships are portrayed in literature and the impli-
 cations of these stories and their reflections of contemporary American life.

 "Lashing" White Women: Revenge and Conquest

 These fictions by Clarke, Laferrière, and Diaz portray how the fear of and
 desire for racial and sexual stereotypes are performed in interracial relation-
 ships. In all of the texts, sex with white women results in a sense of conquest
 and revenge for the black men involved.

 Austin Clarke is easily one of the best-known black writers in Canada, and
 his classic Toronto Trilogy, nearly 1,000 pages in length, spans several years
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 during the 1950s and '60s in the lives of a handful of Barbadian friends.5 The
 Meeting Point and The Bigger Light, the first two novels of this trilogy, dis-
 cuss interracial relationships in detail. Henry, a former train porter, remains
 unemployed from his introduction in the first book to his death in the second,
 and while he claims to have saved thousands of dollars, in fact he is broke and
 being supported by his rich, white girlfriend Agatha. Boysie, Henry's friend,
 married Dots, also from Barbados, to obtain legal immigrant status.
 Both of these men are young, able-bodied, and unemployed. They receive
 shelter, food, and cash from their primary partners, and the two friends spend
 several years focused on promiscuity and alcohol. Both men have sex with
 white women exclusively (with the occasional exception of Boysie sleeping
 with his wife). While they are seducing or planning the seduction of white
 women, the men's minds are only on the women's flesh and consummating
 the act. Watching Boysie ignore his wife to dance with Brigitte, a white woman,
 a black woman describes his attentions as "the beginning of the taste of the
 apple," implying a biblical and perhaps inevitable temptation of both extra-
 marital and extra-racial sex (Clarke, 1998a, p. 100). Amongst themselves,
 however, the men discuss their interracial relationships as a conquest of op-
 pressive white men and white society as well as of the women with whom
 they have sex.
 Henry, who has lived in Canada for some time, explains "You have now
 begin [sic] to see life" when newcomer Boysie begins sexually pursuing white
 women. In his "Harlem American Slang," Henry adds that "those white cats
 hate our guts" for having sex with white women (Clarke, 1998a, p. 274).
 Henry also tells his friend that black men do not feel love for white women,
 but instead feel conquest and revenge. To convince Boysie, Henry explains
 that late one night, while he was having sex with Agatha he was

 thinking of all those black people lynched and killed, all those black cats, murdered
 and slain, all those black chicks raped and dehumanized, demortalized.... I'm thinking
 of going down to the Civil Service Commission on St. Clair and the Man there telling
 me, No jobs, buddy.. . . I'm thinking of the Man, you dig? The Man. The Man. The Man.
 No jobs. No jobs. No jobs.... And the broad ... she's yelling her little head off, Love me,
 baby, she says, love me! But me, baby? I'm thinking how I got this goddamn Man by his
 balls, man you dig me.... I'm punching him in his arse with all my goddamn hate...
 (Clarke, 1998a, p. 276).

 Thus for Henry the act of sex morphs into an act of violence against "The
 Man," the real and symbolic white man responsible for withholding from black
 men jobs and, by extension, money, dignity, self-respect, and masculinity
 itself. His thoughts during sex revolve completely around race - "The [white]
 Man" is implicitly responsible for the murder, rape, and dehumanization of
 black people and is directly responsible for his own unemployment and pov-
 erty. It is not unreasonable to link Henry's graphic thoughts of revenge - "I'm
 thinking how I got this goddamn Man by his balls, man you dig me ... I'm
 punching him in his arse with all my goddamn hate" - to the act of sex. His
 emotions during sex are focused on violence against "the" white man as re-
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 dress for violence against black people, and in Clarke's novels white women
 willingly participate in the sex, if not in the fantasy. In addition to thoughts of
 violent revenge, sex with white women also inspires feelings of dominance
 and power. Ironically, Henry also describes his sex with Agatha as "a final
 goddamn repayment ... for what her brothers do to my sister" while Henry
 himself does not treat black women like sisters at all (Clarke, 1998a, p. 276).

 But while Henry links sex with white women to metaphorical or imaginary
 violence against white men, he also perpetrates real physical violence against
 Agatha. Henry occasionally beats her, especially when she makes a racial
 remark that offends him or when he is particularly frustrated by her wealth,
 education, and white privilege. His physical abuse of her (and her acceptance
 of it) can be likened to their sexual relationship; he beats her to punish her for
 her privilege, or to get revenge against the powers and circumstances that
 have given her money and privilege, even as she shares some of it with him.
 Agatha accepts the abuse - sometimes initiating sex afterwards - to show her
 sympathy with black men and to assuage her own guilt for her unearned privi-
 lege (Clarke, 1998b, p. 70). Certainly racial dynamics cause hurt and misun-
 derstandings between Agatha and Henry, and presumably for the other
 interracial couples in these novels Yet race is also an integral part of their
 attraction for each other - perhaps even an overriding aspect of the attraction,
 since Henry never sleeps with a black woman, and Boysie is eager to follow
 his friend's example, though his implementation is somewhat frustrated by
 the presence of his wife.

 Boysie literally cannot express the height of his excitement at seeing a white
 woman nude for the first time. In response to this, Henry says that when he
 first had "rudeness" with Agatha, he felt "like a goddamn king!" (Clarke,
 1998a, p. 329). During sex with white women, these black male characters
 feel that they are not only cursing, abusing, and offending "the Man," but that
 they are replacing him in the position of power and authority, however briefly.
 Significantly, even the slang they use to describe interracial sex reflects con-
 quest; Clarke (1998b, 1998a) has Henry and Boysie refer to sex with their
 white partners as "lashing" or "driving" them, euphemisms that call to mind
 slavery and that are never used in reference to sex with black women ( p. 278,
 p. 276).

 Danny Laferrière's novel How to Make Love to a Negro, set in 1980s
 Montreal, also links black men's sex with white women to conquest and re-
 venge. As the title of this "erotico-satiric novel" clearly indicates, its vignettes
 focus on the main characters' sexual escapades (1987, p. 8). I must point out
 that the English title is translated from the French Comment faire l'amour avec
 un Nègre sans se fatiguer. The difference is important; the literal translation
 from the French is "how to make love to a Negro without getting tired, " im-
 plying that white people's libidos cannot match those of "Negroes." Thus,
 from the cover of the book to its end, Laferrière's first novel plays with explo-
 sive racial and sexual stereotypes.

 There is a disconnect, however, between the suggestion of the title and the
 content of the book. How to Make Love contains very few directions, and
 those that exist (e.g., In a fancy bar the narrator notes, "If you want to be
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 treated with a minimum of respect . . . avoid ordering a beer at all costs") typi-
 cally have very little to do with sex (Laferrière, 1987, p. 82). Instead, the
 novel describes sexual exploits with details that theorize about the psycho-
 logical, social, and historical background of interracial relationships. While
 the text may well be considered salacious, it is not salacious in the way that
 the title suggests.
 The novel begins with a section titled "Nigger Narcissus," which sets the

 scene: two black men, the unnamed narrator and his black Canadian room-
 mate Bouba, live in a "meager pigsty" of an apartment in a Montreal slum
 area (Laferrière, 1987, p. 14). Like Clarke's black men, these characters are
 unemployed and "on the dole." Unlike Boysie and Henry, though, it is clear
 that Laferrière's narrator and Bouba - who spend their days reading the likes
 of Freud, Hemingway, and Richard Wright, having sex, sleeping, listening to
 jazz, and, for Bouba, meditating - are very traditionally "cultured" and may
 be very well educated. The next vignette gets to the core subject matter and
 style of the book, complaining that "Things are going terribly wrong these
 days for the conscientious, professional black pick-up artist" because, having
 been preceded in (white American female's) sexual fantasies by Native Ameri-
 can men, black men have now been superceded by Asian men, preferably
 Japanese (Laferrière, 1987, p. 17).

 There are too many references to interracial sex as revenge in How to Make
 Love to include them all here. In one significant passage the narrator describes
 a college liaison: the "Big Nigger from Harlem's head spun at the prospect of
 sodomizing the daughter of the slumlord of 125th Street, fucking her for all
 the repairs her bastard father never made, fornicating for the horrible winter
 last year when his younger brother died of TB" (Laferrière, 1987, p. 19). The
 narrator later describes one of his own liaisons in a college student's family
 home: "Everything here has its place - except me ... I'm here to fuck the
 daughter of these haughty diplomats who once whacked us with their sticks"
 (Laferrière, 1987, p. 76).

 The narrator's basic theory about sexual relationships is that "The only true
 sexual relation is between unequals" (Laferrière, 1987, p. 38). According to
 the narrator, since a white woman "must give white men pleasure," that is
 since her pleasure must be sublimated to a white man's, she can only achieve
 pleasure by having sex with a man of color, over whom she is socially domi-
 nant. In this paradigm the black-man-as-stud myth only applies when he is
 having sex with a white woman, that is since the black woman "must dedicate
 herself' to the black man's pleasure, she cannot simultaneously achieve her
 own satisfaction.6

 This theory is described in the only description in the novel of oral sex, an
 act he had "dreamed" of but "didn't dare" ask to be performed (Laferrière,
 1987, p. 38). The narrator explains, "I knew that as long as she hadn't done it,
 she wouldn't be completely mine. That's the key in sexual relations between
 black and white: as long as the woman hasn't done something judged degrad-
 ing, you can never be sure" (Laferrière, 1987, p. 38). This character argues
 that while intercourse is nice, for a black man to truly conquer a white woman,
 she must consent to an act traditionally considered degrading. Actually, much
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 of what white women do for Laferrière's narrator and Bouba could be consid-

 ered degrading - having sex with one man while the other is in the room,
 financially supporting them, and cooking and cleaning for them while they
 make it clear they have little affection or respect for the women.

 Junot Diaz's short story "How to date a browngirl, blackgirl, whitegirl, or
 halfie" also primarily addresses interracial relationships - and although mixed-
 race and "whitegirls" come last in the title, more time is spent on them than on
 any other women in the story. Diaz's piece uses the perspective of an adoles-
 cent boy and focuses more on the how-to's of seduction - and how to deal
 with failure and rejection - than the other texts here. Offering little direct in-
 formation about himself, the narrator is revealed through what he wants to
 hide from the young women he would date, and from the way he describes
 them. For instance, his blackness is found in the instruction to "hide the pic-
 ture of you with an Afro" and his foreignness is revealed in his desire not to
 disclose that his mother experienced tear gas "the year the United States in-
 vaded your island" (Diaz, 1996, pp. 143, 146).

 This story is also explicitly about consuming and conquering whiteness.
 With a period instead of a question mark, the narrator does not ask, but tells
 the reader and himself, "The white ones are the ones you want the most, aren't
 they" (Diaz, 1996, p. 145). Later, his directions include the following: "Tell
 her that you love her hair, that you love her skin, her lips, because, in truth,
 you love them more than you love your own" (Diaz, 1996, p. 147). If charac-
 ters in Laferrière and Clarke fantasize about revenge against the "Man" and
 the white father while having sex with white women, Diaz's narrator imagines
 his sexual partner's mother, "her old lady coming to get her, what she would
 say if she knew her daughter had just lain under you and blown your name,
 pronounced with her eighth-grade Spanish, into your ear" (1996, p. 148). The
 father is still implicated, however; earlier in the story the narrator describes
 being afraid of the white father, who sounds "like a principal or police chief,
 the sort of dude with a big [red?] neck, who never has to watch his back"
 (Diaz, 1996, pp. 144-5).

 Late in Diaz's story the line, "But usually it won't work this way" reveals
 the above after-sex scene as more often than not fantasy. Even after following
 all of his own directions, lines, and machinations, the white girl will still usu-
 ally pull away, acting "like somebody you don't know" (Diaz, 1996, p. 148).
 And truthfully, playing with racial and sexual stereotypes as well as the usual
 adolescent traumas, the young men and women in "How to date" do not know
 each other at all.

 In all of these texts, whiteness determines sexual desire more than other
 individual characteristics, including personality. Diaz notes that even though
 "local" black and Latino7 girls are socially more fun and physically more
 attractive to him, he prefers the white girls (1996, pp. 144, 147). Similarly,
 Boysie's infatuation with Brigitte is linked more to her whiteness than her
 personality; he remains with her even after he realizes that his wife is more
 attractive and more hygienic (Clarke, 1998b, p. 213). Without their whiteness,
 these women are often significantly and objectively less desirable than black
 or other women of color. But that, of course, is the point. Whiteness is exactly
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 what makes these women desirable, and their race trumps any and all positive
 traits of women of color. Their whiteness is a real symbol the men can hold,
 have sex with, and perhaps abuse in the name of conquest and revenge. An-
 other critic puts it simply: "White women, it seems, are white possessions,"
 and conquering, controlling, or even debasing one of the prize possessions of
 the powers that be is sweet revenge indeed (Phillips, 1992, p. 934).
 In the texts examined here, sex with and occasional violence against mul-
 tiple white women partners are explicitly linked to what Fanon calls black
 men's "lust for revenge" (1967, p. 14). The other side of this desire for sex
 and conquest is fear - fear that the men will be verbally or physically attacked
 for transgressing the racial-sexual line and for their metaphoric conquest. In
 the Toronto Trilogy's first description of Henry hitting Agatha - after arguing
 over whether to use the term "black" or "Negro" - his immediate thoughts
 are, significantly, not that he may have hurt her, but that he could be lynched
 for his offense: "all sorts of images started to crowd his brain. He saw more
 cops beating him up ... he saw Agatha's father with a gun in his hand, with the
 muzzle pointing at his penis" (Clarke, 1998b, p. 87). But this fear does not
 stop Henry or any of the other black male characters from pursuing and hav-
 ing sex with white women.

 "THERE AIN'T NO SUCH THING:" SEX WITHOUT LOVE

 Love is not a sentiment frequently expressed in these texts, and when the
 word is spoken, it is often followed by doubt or qualification. What then is the
 relationship between love and sex in these interracial relationships?

 Examining the most significant relationships in Diaz's and Laferrière's texts
 reveals that there is no love or romance in How to Make Love or "How to

 date." Meeting women and talking to them are merely preliminaries to sex or
 attempts to have sex. As mentioned earlier, the white women are rarely given
 proper names and their individuality is typically ignored, underlying the
 fact that they are largely considered interchangeable and dismissed as in-
 dividuals. The narrator of Laferrière's novel calls women by names such
 as "Miz Literature," "Miz Snob," and "Miz Alfalfa" while Diaz generalizes
 even more to "browngirl," "blackgirl," "whitegirl," and "halfie." Significantly,
 though, none of the women seem upset or even concerned with sex-only
 propositions; none at least voice any desire for romance or longer, more com-
 mitted relationships.

 In general, the men do not consider white women to be people worth caring
 about or treating well - most don't even treat them as individuals.8 The women's
 very whiteness excludes them, for these black men, from the category of people
 with whom romantic or loving relationships are possible. Their whiteness means
 that even in intimacy they exist in a different world, or at least exist very
 differently in a world shared with nonwhites. Laferrière's narrator describes
 the difference, as he sees it, between Miz Literature and himself:

 [S]he can afford that luxury [of innocence], I surrender to the least bit of naïveté, even
 for a second, and I'm one dead nigger. Literally. I have to be a moving target, otherwise,
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 at the first emotion, my ass would be grass. Miz Literature can afford a clean clear
 conscience. She has the means (1987, pp. 26-7).

 Considering this perspective, these black men's lack of love for white women
 is less surprising.

 Miz Literature, the most regular sexual partner of Laferrière's narrator, cleans
 the apartment he shares with Bouba, cooks for both men, and frequently buys
 them food and alcohol. She also has intellectual conversations with the narra-

 tor. Their interactions seem to reveal some kind of relationship, but this is
 contradicted by the narrator's promiscuity and his dismissal of her to himself,
 his readers, his roommate, and to her face. Given that his only positive com-
 ments about her are that she is good in bed and good as a meal ticket (he tells
 himself Miz Literature is "the best thing a Negro can afford in these hard
 times"), it appears on closer investigation that their relationship - perhaps ar-
 rangement is a better word - is based on a combination of sex and economics
 (Laferrière, 1987, pp. 27, 70).

 Diaz's narrator largely adheres to the stereotype that adolescent men are
 preoccupied with sex. Yet there are subtleties in this short story that don't
 exist in Laferrière's novel. First, there are the narrator's movements around
 the house before the date arrives, trying to hide his family's blackness, pov-
 erty, and foreignness in order to appear more Anglo, white (or at least not
 black), and middle class, even though the young white women he describes
 are, by his account, interested in him precisely because he is "other" - poor,
 exotic, and brown if not black. ("I like Spanish guys," one of the "whitegirls"
 says (Diaz, 1996, p. 148).) The narrator's actions reveal his ambivalence to-
 wards stereotypes that implicate him as a young, black, Latino man: he wants
 to be foreign, "other," or "ghetto" enough to attract suburban white girls, but
 acceptable and Anglo enough to be respected by their parents.

 In Clarke's The Meeting Point, interracial relationships are even more com-
 plicated. Adding to his theory that "there ain't no such thing as love" in rela-
 tionships with white women, Henry exclaims to Boysie, "Love? It is hate,
 baby. You dig? Hate: h-a-t-e! Dig! They love you, not because they love you,
 but because they sympathize with you, dig?" (Clarke, 1998a, pp. 274-5). The
 rest of Clarke's text supports this idea, portraying Agatha as tending to initiate
 sex when Henry is angry or upset about racism in Canada (1998b, p. 87). And
 yet, according to the narrator, Henry is in love with Agatha - "in spite of his
 constant denials ... he had always loved her," - although Henry avoids admit-
 ting this, even to himself (Clarke, 1998b, p. 142). When he does tell Agatha
 he loves her, it is a conscious decision; for example, afraid that she will leave
 and take her money with her, "He decided he would have to eat his pride, and
 he went close to her ... and told her 'I love you, I love you'" (Clarke, 1998b, p.
 147). The two actually marry - albeit at Agatha's insistence. At one point Henry
 tells his friend "I want to get married real bad to Agatha. Real bad. I know I
 am making the biggest mistake of my life..." (Clarke, 1998b, pp. 179, 142).
 Henry's contradictory words and actions - never fully resolved in the trilogy -
 make clear that if he does love Agatha, it is a complex love indeed.
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 When the couple briefly separates, he seems genuinely to miss her, yet later
 he claims that he "can't ever love Agatha" (Clarke, 1998b, pp. 270, 298).
 And, of course, there is his repeated insistence that (romantic, as opposed to
 physical) love between black men and white women is not possible since it is
 always already tainted by history and stereotypes. In his soliloquy on interra-
 cial relationships presented for Boysie's - and his own - benefit, Henry con-
 tinues, "I ain't outrightly saying there ain't no love between a black cat and a
 white chick, dig ... They love you. And you hate them" (Clarke, 1998a, p.
 275). The narrator vacillates between reinforcing this idea (e.g., describing
 Henry's one night stand with a white woman as "a night of hatred in bed") and
 subverting it (e.g., "now, it was Henry's turn to love, to be in love") (Clarke,
 1998a, p. 274; 1998b, p. 142). Boysie understandably has doubts about the
 veracity of Henry's individual claims and broader theories. Nonetheless, he
 defers to his friend who has lived in Canada longer and has had sex with more
 white women.9

 Henry frequently has doubts about having such a serious relationship with
 a white woman, including just before and just after his marriage to Agatha.
 During his engagement party, Henry looks at Dots and thinks, "at once of the
 myths (although he didn't recognize them in his mind as myths) and the facts
 and the fancies and the facts and the desires and the facts of making love with
 a black woman. Henry tells his friend, "Is a long-arse time since I last screwed
 a black piece, Boysie!"' (Clarke, 1998b, p. 158). But though his doubts per-
 sist, he goes through with the marriage.

 While the narrator alternately insists and denies that Henry is in love with
 Agatha, Boysie's self-professed love for Brigitte is described metaphorically,
 or labeled as infatuation (Clarke, 1998a, p. 175; 1998b, p. 142). The narrator
 describes Boysie as "happy as a lamb in love" during his prolonged affair
 with the German woman (Clarke, 1998a, p. 275). Boysie's willingness to ar-
 ticulate his love - more than once he says he is in love with Brigitte, though
 their relationship is solely sexual and he remains married to Dots - disturbs
 his friend Henry, who foretells "Boysie leaving Dots, because of Brigitte ... and
 Brigitte eventually destroying Boysie, because he was in love with a symbol"
 (Clarke, 1998a, p. 329). 10 For Henry, Boysie's problem is that he became
 infatuated with his "first conquest" and confuses his excitement about a sym-
 bol with love with a person.

 Since several of the white women so sexually desired by the black men are
 clearly not physically desirable, it is reasonable to question whether a white
 woman's individual characteristics matter at all in these texts. In How to Make

 Love, the one detail that does matter is a woman's socioeconomic background.
 The higher her class status, the more the narrator enjoys the sex, and the more
 money she has, the more she can afford to buy him food, drinks, etc. Indeed,
 while sex and not love is the core of these relationships, class and money are
 also important factors. All of the black men characters are unemployed (this is
 not surprising in Diaz's story, since the narrator is still in high school). The
 How to Make Love narrator and Bouba are "on the dole," and the former
 considers bedding a wealthy white women a greater transgression than sleep-
 ing with a poor one. Henry is increasingly and eventually completely sup-
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 ported by Agatha, while Laferrière's two main characters are heavily subsi-
 dized by their sexual partners. This introduces a dynamic into the relation-
 ships over which the women have control and which therefore threatens the
 men's dominance. The women in How to Make Love rarely mention their (or
 really their parents') money, although they take great pleasure in providing
 extravagant meals, alcohol, and more frivolous items such as flowers that the
 men surely could not afford on their own without going into debt or doing
 without some necessity. Perhaps Laferrière's narrator would argue that true
 sexual fulfillment requires financial as well as social inequality.

 As Henry and Agatha's relationship continues, she increasingly empha-
 sizes the difference in their class and educational backgrounds. She refuses to
 accompany Henry to two clubs they used to frequent, "having suddenly be-
 come aware that both places were beneath her respectability" (Clarke, 1998b,
 p. 270). And when they socialize with her white friends from university, the
 narrator describes her deliberate, public humiliation of Henry, using terms
 "which she knew he would not have heard about" and asking him if he has
 read great Asian novels (Clarke, 1998b, p. 272). He already resents Agatha
 simply for being white and these acts make Henry "hate her immensely and
 secretly, for making him out to be a fool" (Clarke, 1998b, p. 272).

 During an argument about money, Agatha asks Henry, "Well, would you
 love me if I was as poor as you are?" Henry elusively answers, "I am only
 getting hitched-up to you, I am not selling myself to you" (Clarke, 1998b, pp.
 145-6). For Henry, as well as for Laferrière's main characters, the men's mate-
 rial dependence on white women threatens to erase their racial revenge and
 place them in a subservient relationship to a white person. Henry tellingly
 complains to Boysie that he is "a fucking slave" to Agatha (Clarke, 1998b, p.
 180). This statement may be more true than he realizes; Henry's need for
 Agatha's money does make him a slave of sorts to her, and because his contri-
 bution to the relationship is sex he is indeed a fucking slave, a person whose
 bond to someone who has power over him is dependent on sex. All of these
 elements of their relationship - their racial and class differences, his theories
 about interracial relationships and infidelity, her humiliation of him, his abuse
 of her - contribute to its dysfunction.

 In Diaz's short story the "outsiders" are young women from the suburbs,
 while "local girls" from the Terrace (the name of an existing housing project
 in New Jersey) are black or Latina.11 In this text, "browngirls," Latinas, are
 always from the projects, "blackgirls" may be from the projects or the suburbs
 (the latter differing from their Terrace counterparts because they "grew up
 with ballet and Girl Scouts, [and] have three cars in their driveway"), and
 "whitegirls" and "halfies" are always from the suburbs (Diaz, 1999, p. 145).

 Thus in these fictional texts, money and class are associated with whiteness
 and treated like whiteness, as something to take and conquer respectively.
 The women's wealth is accepted and appreciated, but it also inspires further
 envy and anger because monetary and other gifts do not change the men's
 material circumstances and only reinforce their economic and/or class differ-
 ences. The white women's femaleness provides access, literally entry into
 whiteness, as do the money and upper class backgrounds the women often
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 have. But because femaleness, money, and class provide these black men
 only fleeting access to whiteness, the women are resented and not loved for
 their most desirable traits.

 In these texts white women notably pay as little attention to the individual-
 ity of their sexual partners as black men do. Just as white women's gifts of
 cash, food, and the like are a bonus to sexual relationships for black men,
 "slumming" or having an "authentic" experience with poverty is a bonus for
 the women. In Clarke's trilogy, Agatha relishes the chance to "tell the other
 'sheltered students from rich middle-class homes' what real life was" (1998b,
 p. 182). Similarly, Laferrière's narrator describes white women going to Afri-
 can nightclubs to answer the "call of the bush" (1987, p. 74).

 To Laferrière's narrator, white women are sexual tourists who will leave
 him when the sexual fashion turns to another race, when the relationship in-
 conveniences them, or whenever the fancy takes them. Clarke's Henry claims
 that black men hate white women, but that the latter love them, and Laferrière's
 narrator claims that black men's hatred is a form of aphrodisiac for the white
 women. In a passage describing a black man's revenge fantasy while having
 sex with a white women, Laferrière reminds us "The Young White Girl gets
 off too. It's the first time anyone's manifested such high-quality hatred to-
 wards her. In the sexual act, hatred is more effective than love..." (1987, p. 19).

 Given that revenge and conquering are the primary metaphors black men
 use to describe sex with white women in these texts, it is tempting - and not
 altogether incorrect - to turn the sexual triangle of white men, white women,
 and black men into a line. That is, to move from discussing black men using
 white women to get revenge against white men to talking of homosociality,
 homosexuality, or what some describe in extreme as the black man's desire to
 become the white woman or the white man (Fanon, 1967). In such discus-
 sions (which unfortunately exceed the scope of this essay), however, we must
 not forget that the woman still matters. The white women in these encounters
 universally consent to sex and often initiate it, aggressively seducing the men.
 Furthermore, notwithstanding the importance of black men's feelings towards
 white men and how these feelings influence his sexual choices, these black
 men's conquests and revenge fantasies are metaphors enacted on and in the
 white woman's body. Even if she is a conduit, the woman is still there, and she
 matters absolutely because without her the revenge is impotent, incomplete.
 To ignore her in criticism is to perpetuate an androcentric framework by eras-
 ing the woman's body and importance.

 AFTER THE LOVE SEX IS GONE: THE END OF THE AFFAIR

 While sexual liaisons with white women give the black male characters
 discussed here momentary feelings of conquest, in the end these feelings last
 only as long as an orgasm; then the men find themselves alone. The relation-
 ships are not fulfilling beyond physical satisfaction and fantasies of revenge.
 Furthermore, when the men are alone they are typically still as poor and defi-
 nitely as black as they were before the relationships. In "How to date," after
 revealing that more often than not his attempts at seduction end without sex,
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 Diaz's narrator is disappointed and lonely; his final directions after the girl
 leaves are "Don't go downstairs [where other young men are hanging out].
 Don't fall asleep. It won't help" (1987, p. 149).

 In The Meeting Point , Clarke's Boysie conveniently becomes tired of chas-
 ing "outside" women at the same time as his regular paramour Brigitte has
 gone back to her native Germany. But when he tries to rekindle love, sex, and
 companionship with his wife, he finds that his years of adultery have dis-
 tanced him from Dots and he does not know her at all (Clarke, 1998b, p. 183).

 Henry's relationship with Agatha ends when he is found dead of a gunshot
 wound. While the police rule his death a suicide, more evidence suggests his
 white wife's father murdered him - possibly as he had imagined in the trilogy's
 first novel (Clarke, 1998a; 1998c). In The Meeting Point (book one), the reader
 learns that Agatha's father has threatened to shoot Henry (Clarke, 1998a, p.
 159). In The Bigger Light, the final book of the trilogy, it is revealed that
 Agatha's mother wrote a disturbing and threatening letter to her just before
 she married Henry. Dots insists that Agatha killed Henry, and if he was mur-
 dered for the offense of having sex with her, for taking some white man's
 "prize," then Dots' feelings are, in a way, correct. Other black characters say
 "All [they] know for sure is that Henry dead" and don't speculate further on
 how he was killed (Clarke, 1998c, p. 187). This lack of speculation points to
 a pervasive fear of acknowledging racial violence and fear that acknowledg-
 ing or confronting it may cause such violence to be directed at them.

 Near the end of Laferrière's novel, the narrator dreams that his novel Black
 Hustler's Paradise has been published; he marvels at a bookstore clerk who
 recognizes him as an author and calls him "Sir" - the first white man to do so
 (1987, p. 107). He anticipates, in perhaps a bit too specious a fashion, criti-
 cisms of his book - including the speculation that it is autobiographical. The
 important implication here is that the status the narrator metaphorically sought
 between white women's legs could be actually achieved through becoming a
 successful author. Nevertheless, in his dream the popularity of Black Hustler's
 Paradise is directly a result of the controversy stirred up by his explicit de-
 scriptions of his sexual relationships with white women. He tells an inter-
 viewer he "hit the jackpot" with his book by attacking the "Moral Majority['s]
 ... most sacred object: [white] Woman" (Laferrière, 1987, p. 113).

 In the penultimate vignette after this dream sequence, Bouba brings home
 two white women too poor for the narrator's taste. He states that he is tired of
 "drunks, poetesses, what-the-cat-dragged-in's, sick of all the girls nobody will
 take except bums and blacks. I want a normal girl with a conservative father
 and a bourgeois mother (both racist to the core)..." (Laferrière, 1987, p. 115).
 This comment hearkens back, of course, to the intimate link between interra-
 cial sex, revenge, and class; if "nobody," especially no white man, wants a
 particular white woman, then sex with her lacks that enticing revenge aspect.
 A rich white woman with racist parents, on the other hand, will satisfy the
 narrator on several levels.

 In the aforementioned moment, the narrator focuses on writing instead of
 sex. The last words of How to Make Love, after the narrator has finished his
 novel are "My novel is a handsome hunk of hope. My only chance. Take if
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 (Laferrière, 1987, p. 117, emphasis in original). Laferrière's narrator recog-
 nizes that his lifestyle - dependent on unemployment checks subsidized by
 white women's money - is not sustainable. The desperation in the book's fi-
 nal words is a clear contrast to the satirical style of the rest of the novel. Nev-
 ertheless, its gravity threatens to be absorbed by the irony that saturates the
 bulk of the text, and one wonders whether the successful (fictional) author,
 with more money and status, would want to change his lifestyle of promiscu-
 ity with white women.
 As has been discussed, most of the black men portrayed are unemployed,
 poor, or both for much of the novels. For Boysie and Henry, who are sup-
 ported by women, promiscuity with white women becomes an avenue for
 them to re-establish their power, prowess, and importance as men. Analyzing
 another literary text, Fanon writes that "Above all," the black man "wants to
 prove to others that he is a man, their equal. But let us not be misled: [the
 black man] is the man who has to be convinced. It is in the roots of his soul . . .
 that the doubt persists" (1967, p. 66). Regardless of the focus on having sex
 with white women and getting revenge on white men, most of the black men
 characters do not much consider their own perceptions of themselves or what
 they want in the world besides "a piece o' woman regular, a piece o' change . . .
 a woman who could support me, and a piece o' automobile to take me and
 transport me going and coming from that piece o' woman and that piece o'
 change" (Clarke, 1998c, p. 297).
 In a stylistic move that confirms Fanon's assertion that some black men are
 preoccupied with proving their masculinity to themselves, near the end of
 both Diaz and Laferrière's texts the narrators imply that the sexual escapades
 described earlier may have been only fantasies. After detailing a scene in
 which a white girl "gives it up," Diaz's narrator says "But usually it won't
 work this way" (1996, p. 148). Similarly, near the end of How to Make Love,
 that narrator tells people he is writing a novel of fantasies called Black Hustler's
 Paradise - and there has been much conjecture as to how much of both au-
 thors' texts is autobiographical and how much invented. Of course, whether
 or not the anecdotes are true in the context of the short story and novels, they
 are still contained in fiction. Either way, these frank portrayals of issues of
 race and sex provide an engaging start-point for larger explorations of interra-
 cial relationships from the perspectives of black men.12

 WHAT IS AT STAKE?- INTERRACIAL RELATIONSHIPS IN THE
 NEW MILLENNIUM

 The popularity of Clarke's trilogy, Laferrière's How to Make Love, and
 Diaz's story collection Drown in "mainstream" (white) markets implies that
 North Americans may generally be ready to hear black men's perspectives on
 interracial relationships. The level of popular and academic success of texts
 such as the recently published Interracial Intimacies: Sex, Marriage, Identity,
 and Adoption by Randall Kennedy will also reveal society's willingness to
 hear from black men on these issues. At stake in these texts are re/consider-
 ations of racial and sexual stereotypes. Homi Bhabha (1994) points out the
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 ambivalence of stereotypes that portray "otherness" through an oppressed
 object as simultaneously "an object of desire and derision" (p. 67). Yet his
 focus on stereotypes held by the colonizer does not address the stereotypes
 held by the "other-ed" - what I will call the oppressed subject.13

 Reading the texts examined in this essay should remove any doubts that
 oppressed subjects can and do hold stereotypes that exist and persist, even as
 they are likely to have less teleological impact on a larger culture or indi-
 vidual lives precisely because oppressed communities have less systemic
 power. In fact, if colonial (or oppressive) discourse produces the oppressed
 "as a social reality which is at once an 'other' and yet entirely knowable,"
 oppressed subjects can be said to consider majority, powerful groups as "en-
 tirely knowable" because the former's survival typically depends on their ability
 to function in the latter's world (Bhabha, 1994, pp. 90-1).

 Clearly, the texts examined here address the stereotype of hypersexual black
 men who desire - and perhaps are obsessed with - white women. This stereo-
 type coexists in North American popular culture with that of the delicate, per-
 petually virginal white woman who fears sex, especially with black men.
 Together these myths (they have existed for so long and are so imbedded in
 North American culture that I believe myth is an appropriate term) also imply
 the threat of black men raping white women.

 These fictions by Clarke, Diaz, and Laferrière portray characters who re-
 veal the proverbial "grain of truth" in these myths, but they also provide con-
 text and commentary, from the perspective of black men, that complicates
 these already layered stereotypes. At the same time, these texts engage and
 largely uphold stereotypes held by many in black communities, namely that
 black men desire white women as status symbols and that white women are
 shamelessly promiscuous and willing to do almost anything to bed a black
 man.

 It is difficult to extricate these myths from each other. Yet one aspect of the
 traditional stereotypes that is overturned in these fictions is the myth of the
 marauding black man out to rape white women - all of the sex portrayed is
 consensual, and often the white women are the aggressors. The stereotype
 that black men desire white women as a status symbol is, in large part, upheld,
 even though the women are sometimes a private symbol of status and power
 rather than a public one.

 White women fare less well in these novels and the short story. These texts
 contradict the mainstream white stereotype of chaste, even frigid white women
 who are afraid of men and sex in general, and of sex with black men in par-
 ticular. At the same time, these portrayals actually uphold sexual stereotypes
 of white women traditionally held by black (and other people of color) com-
 munities. For instance, according to Diaz's narrator, "If she's a white girl you
 know you'll at least get a hand job" (1996, p. 144). At best, they are portrayed
 as sexually wanton and promiscuous; at worst, they are conniving and desir-
 ous of having sex with black men while reminding them of their "place," as
 Agatha does with Henry.

 Another interesting aspect of the texts by Clarke and Diaz is the way they
 overwhelmingly contradict mainstream stereotypes of black and Latina women
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 who are typically stereotyped as hypersexual promiscuous "jezebels." Clarke
 describes black women, including Boysie's wife Dots and her friend Bernice,
 as on the whole desiring monogamous marital relationships. Bernice's sister,
 the younger and more recently arrived Estelle, enters into a sexual relation-
 ship with a white man for material gain, but her character is portrayed in a
 way that provides a context for her decisions somewhat comparative to, the
 context provided for Boysie and Henry's sexual activity.
 Similarly, in Diaz's "How to Date," young, poor, black and Latino women
 are the least likely of the "girls" to engage in any kind of sexual behavior;
 they "won't be quick about letting you touch" (1996, p. 147). The narrator
 points out that these young women are concerned about their reputations be-
 cause they "live in the same neighborhood you do" and have to deal with the
 young men "being all up in [their] business" (Diaz, 1996, p. 147). 14
 Notwithstanding characters and stories that contradict or complicate stereo-
 types, Diaz's tongue-in-cheek story and Laferrière's satire allow readers to
 laugh at and not with the characters, generally reinforcing stereotypes. These
 texts seem designed to provoke titillation as well as thought, expecting, if not
 encouraging "the contradictory subject positions occupied" by different read-
 ers (Julien & Mercer, 1996, p. 204). Readers may feel offended, amused,
 enlightened, provoked, some other sentiment entirely, or any combination of
 the above. Examining these texts and interrogating the possible responses
 creates discursive and critical spaces where different readings can speak to
 each other, exploring the status and effect of racial and sexual stereotypes
 while working towards the deconstruction of these powerful myths and the
 real effects they can have on people.
 What is universally transgressive about these texts is the fact that they ad-
 dress these issues in a complicated way, airing the "dirty laundry" of all con-
 cerned and leaving no party looking noble or moral. In this manner, as is
 often the case, the authors are more damning than most critics, who are will-
 ing to explore racism and immigration in detail, but who often shy away from
 discussing the intersection of sexual and racial politics.
 The biblical quotation that prefaces this essay is not just about separation, it
 is also about hierarchy: "The sheep at his right hand but the goats at his left"
 (emphasis added). The rest of this passage reveals that the "sheep" on the
 right side are told that they will "inherit the kingdom" and eternal life, while
 the "goats" on the left are cursed "into the eternal fire" and punishment.
 One does not need to be a biblical scholar to recognize that here, as with
 other attempts to institute segregation or apartheid, separate is not meant to be
 equal. The implication of those who used and continue to use Matthew 25:31-
 33 for such purposes is to exalt one group while defaming another, declaring
 themselves to be sheep and all others goats.15 The tropes of revenge and con-
 quest, sympathy and rebellion so closely linked to interracial relationships in
 fiction by Diaz, Laferrière, and Clarke point to what can happen when the
 "sheep and goats" come together. In the texts by black men examined here,
 far from uniting against "the Man" who oppresses them both in different ways,
 black men and white women each pursue their own satisfaction, often using
 their sexual partners to achieve their particular revenge.
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 In the fictions examined here there is no room - and virtually no possibility
 of - positive, mutually loving interracial relationships. Such relationships can-
 not escape their sociohistorical context and the stereotypes all parties have
 absorbed. Still, these texts are not prescriptive; they do not portray either the
 men or the women as virtuous or worthy of emulation. Rather, they are de-
 scriptive and the unity of these texts' descriptions is a reflection of North
 Americans' collective persistent linking of sexual and racial stereotypes and
 our inability to transcend them. A body of literature that portrays interracial
 couples acknowledging, working through, and transcending these stereotypes
 remains to be written. Interracial relationships are still remarkable, still in-
 triguing both for those involved and for observers. They are still, therefore, a
 mark of how accepting North American societies are of differences that inter-
 act rather than remaining separate. If the still miniscule rate of black-white
 intermarriage is any indication, it will take more than another century for ste-
 reotypes to lose some of their teleologica! power and for interracial relation-
 ships to become less socially charged.

 Of course, the sweet but metaphorical conquest black men gain by having
 sex with white women does little to change the men's social or economic
 circumstances - even when the women give them money or food this is a
 temporary situation and a distasteful one since it gives the white women power
 over them. And, all metaphors aside, no matter how many white women they
 sleep with the men remain black and subject to all of the -isms, -obias, and -
 ations that incur from that designation. As is clear in the fiction examined here
 and the epigraphs that preface this essay, redressing history and changing
 American attitudes to interracial relationships in the 21st century will take
 more than sex - or love.

 NOTES

 1 . Any basic Internet search reveals a number of organizations and individuals who believe in racial
 segregation and use this verse to justify those ideas.

 2. While I do not agree with all of Saint- Aubin's ideas, the first half of his essay contains some very
 useful and well-presented information on the history of stereotypes of black men in the USA.

 3. This does not in any way imply that there is a hierarchy of oppression in which black men were
 or are worse off than black women, who of course have also long been the objects of physical and
 epistemic violence.

 4. This recognition of self as other, what Du Bois has called "double consciousness," is not com-
 pletely new to Caribbean immigrants, who were raised in a colonial system that normalized
 Europe and "othered" the Caribbean region.

 5. Writer Cyril Dabydeen ( 1 999) describes Clarke as the "dean of Caribbean writing in Canada" (p.
 232).

 6. Noting the stark heterosexism and scant attention to the black woman, both in his theory (there is
 no way in his parameters for her to access sexual pleasure) and the novel (which portrays no black
 women characters), it is worth reminding ourselves that How to Make Love is a satirical project
 meant to shock and even offend.

 7. The narrator consistently makes a distinction between "blacks" and "Latinos" even though he
 himself falls into both categories.

 8. Compared to how white women are treated by black men in the texts, black women are treated
 with a bit more humanity. In Diaz, the narrator wants to socialize with local black and brown
 women as friends, not only to seduce them. In Clarke's Toronto Trilogy black women are not
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 always - or even often - treated with respect, but they are treated as individuals and occasionally
 they are either loved or treated as people who could be loved. Black women do not exist in
 Laferrière's How to Make Love.

 9. As the novel continues and the narrator reveals that Henry lies about his savings and other
 matters, his credibility deteriorates.

 10. Years later (and in the final novel of the Toronto Trilogy), Boysie does leave Dots, and while
 Brigitte is not the direct cause of that act, their affair contributes to the circumstances that cause
 him to leave.

 1 1 . Again, this is a distinction the narrator makes.
 12. I have focused on black men's perspectives, but we should not forget that the white women

 portrayed in these fictions have some fantasies of their own - that, as Laferrière writes, "the white
 woman gets off too" (1987, p. 19). The focus of this essay is the fictional portrayal of interracial
 relationships between black men and white women as written by black men, so an in-depth
 exploration of white female characters connecting their feelings of sympathy and rebellion to sex
 with black men is outside of its scope. Furthermore, analyzing white women in this fiction is
 difficult because the texts reveal little of the women's intentions or interior life, and most of what

 is described is filtered through others' perceptions. Certainly, these stories may well be different
 when written by or from the perspective of white women. The white women's perspective exists
 in these novels primarily through their speech and deeds and through men's ideas of what the
 women think and the perceived motivation for their actions.

 13. Bhabha refers to the "colonized subject." I use the "oppressed subject" with the understanding
 that there are multiple types of oppression that variously affect individuals based on identities
 they identify with or with which they are identified. Here, the reference reflects this essay's
 particular focus on the racially oppressed black subject.

 14. The persistence and effects of stereotypes held by oppressed communities is one that deserves
 more attention than can be given here.

 15. Such ideology can of course also be used to oppress groups within the exalted group, including
 women.
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